Bike diagram of parts

So, you want to learn how to do some basic bike maintenance to keep everything running like
new? Learning the parts of the bike is the first step to being able to work on your own bike or
even being able to explain problems to the mechanics at the local bike shop. This video will
help you learn the parts of the bike so you can talk bike tech like a pro! Parts of the Bike Learn
Cycling Lingo So, you want to learn how to do some basic bike maintenance to keep everything
running like new? More to love. How to Adjust Your Suspension on the Trail. How to Adjust a
Dropper Post. How to Fix a Flat Tire Tubeless. How to Fix a Flat with a Tube. Top Five Bike
Maintenance Tips. How to Use a Torque Wrench. How to Select Mountain Bike Tires. How to
Select Road Bike Tires. The Importance of Proper Bike Fit. How to Choose the Right Saddle.
Trailside Bike Repair Fix Guide. How to Setup Tubeless Tires. How to Silence Common Bike
Noises. How to Pack and Ship a Bike. How to Wash a Bike. How to Adjust a Bike Derailleur. How
to Repair a Broken Bike Chain. How to Carry a Yoga Mat on a Bike. How to Navigate the Subway
with a Bike. How to Lock your Bike in a City. Parts of the Bike. How to Fix Squeaky Disc Brakes.
Removing and Reinstalling a Bike Wheel for Transport. For other cycling related terms besides
parts see Glossary of cycling. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
Bicycle parts. Shifter Bowden cable Cable guide Brake Ferrule. Glossary Outlines Bicycles
Cycling. Bicycle Bicycle culture Bicycle dynamics Bicycle geometry Bicycle performance
Electric bicycle History of the bicycle History of cycling infrastructure. Unicycle Tricycle
Quadracycle Pentacycle Bicycle collecting Bicycle cooperative "bicycle kitchen"
Clothing-optional bike ride Cooling vest Sustainable transport Mechanical doping. List of
bicycle types List of bicycle brands and manufacturing companies List of bicycle-sharing
systems List of cyclists List of films about bicycles and cycling List of doping cases in cycling.
Sports terms named after people. Categories : Cycling-related lists Bicycle parts Lists of parts.
Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. This
diagram and the detail photos below it, show what the parts of a modern road bicycle are called.
Knowing the bike component names nomenclature and how to correctly identify them will help
you when you need to explain something to a mechanic working on your bike, when you're
shopping for upgrades and when you're talking about bikes to other cyclists. Notes: Hidden by
the crankset in this picture is the bottom bracket. There are actually two bottom brackets. You
call the bearing assembly that the crankset spins on, the bottom bracket marked A in the photo;
the mechanic is holding the end of the bottom bracket axle that runs through the frame and that
the crankarms attach to. And you also call the part of the frame that the bottom bracket bearing
assembly is screwed or pressed into, the bottom bracket marked B. Cyclists and mechanics can
call it the bottom bracket "shell," too. Finding a bicycle's serial number Incidentally, often the
serial number of the bicycle is stamped into the bottom of the frame bottom bracket. Other
common bicycle serial number locations include the left rear dropout and on the bottom of the
frame seat tube above the bottom bracket. You need to find your serial number for registering
your bicycle if you need a bicycle license. If you record your serial number and keep it
someplace safe, it can help you prove your bicycle is yours if it gets stolen and found. The
"mysterious" headset I identify the headset in the main photo at the top of the page, however,
it's too small to see it very well and the term "headset" is not self-explanatory. So, here's
another photo taken from almost a rider's view with a few words about the headset's function.
The headset is like the bottom bracket, and instead of holding the bearings for pedaling the
bicycle as the BB does, it holds the bearings for steering. It is also the mechanism that joins the
fork to the frame. While headsets seem mysterious because, like the BB, everything is hidden
inside, quality headsets are comprised of relatively few parts. They are usually reliable and
mostly trouble-free. If repairs are needed, it's often a quick adjustment. Pedals with toe clips
and straps In the main photo above, a common modern road pedal is shown, called a clipless
pedal. It's called clipless because it is not made to accept a toe clip and strap. Toe clips are
plastic or metal clips that attach to your pedals see photo below. Toe straps run through the toe
clips and around the feet. Toe clips prevent your feet slipping off the pedals when you're
pedaling, something that can lead to the pedal striking and cutting your shin, a potentially
serious, and painful injury. Toe clips and straps also hold your feet in the right position for
efficient pedaling. Plus, they can be tightened to lock your feet on the pedals for even more
pedal power. About clipless pedals The way clipless pedals work is with special cleats that
attach to your cycling specific-shoe soles. The cleats are designed to be held fast by a retaining
device on the clipless pedals. Just step down to click into the pedals and twist your feet to the
side to exit. The clipless and cleat connecting mechanism is based on ski bindings that lock
your boots to the skis. Clipless pedals provide even more efficient pedaling than toe clips and
straps, which is why enthusiasts and racers prefer them. They are also easier to enter and exit.

For commuting and touring, a great choice is Shimano's dual-sided A pedals clipless on one
side, platform on the other.. Regarding clipless pedals , you may hear riders say "clip into your
pedals. You can't clip into clipless pedals because there are no clips. What you want to say is
"click into your pedals," because when you enter clipless pedals the cleats click into place.
Recently the sailing, aircraft and automobile term "cockpit" has become slang for a bicycle
handlebars and controls wikpedia says cockpit was first used in the s and meant a pit for
fighting cocks. Now you read it in catalogs and bicycle reviews sometimes used to describe the
bars, controls and seat. It may seem cleverâ€”one of those things that you kind of know what it
meansâ€”but it's not an accurate bicycle term and requires guessing exactly which parts are
being referred to. To be sure which components are being described, you usually need to
search the bicycle specifications chart. If you are in need of exercise bike parts , it is a simple
process to find what you need and place an order online. Since parts do wear out you may need
to repair your bike yourself sooner or later. Most exercise bike parts are affordable and easy to
replace should something break or need upgrading. Start your search for exercise parts at
Sears Parts Direct. Some parts you may be shopping for are optional after-market equipment.
They will accommodate toe clips and straps, as well all SPD-type shoes and cleats. In addition,
better quality pedals can fit on most types of spin bikes. You can also add calorie and mileage
counters, heart rate monitors, seat gel covers, bookracks, new handlebars, equipment mats,
chain lubricant, repair tools, and much more. It is recommended that you try to buy OEM parts,
that is, original equipment manufacturer parts to ensure a precision fit. Both sites will provide
diagrams with each part separated and identified. They provide separate diagrams of the frame,
drive and flywheel assemblies. Upright Bikes Recumbent Bikes. Find the right bike at the best
price! How to make the time spent exercising fun! Rave or rant about the exercise bike you
purchased online or used at the gym. Home Exercise Bike Parts. Comparison Charts. Buying a
new bike or accessories can often be bewildering to the novice; the folks working in the shop
almost seem to be speaking a different language. It's almost as bad as trying to pick out a
personal computer! From our perspective, sometimes it's hard to tell when we're using
everyday language and when we're slipping into technical jargon. We have to really ask
questions to make sure we're on the same page with a customer and really understand what
they are looking for, and often it's just a matter of making sure we agree on the meaning of the
words we are using. For example, we sometimes get people asking for a "wheel," when all they
really need is a new tire. On the other hand, we've gotten really perplexed looks when we've
handed somebody a "rim," when they were really looking for an entire wheel. So, breaking down
the language barrier is an important step in productive relationships between bike shop
customers and bike shop employees. To that end, here is a glossary providing a breakdown of
the anatomy of the bicycle. Bar ends - the angled extensions attached to the ends of some flat
handlebars and riser handlebars that provide an alternate place to rest your hands. Bottom
bracket - the collection of ball bearings and spindle housed within the bottom bracket shell of
the frame, which provides the "shaft" mechanism on which the crank arms turn. Braze-ons threaded sockets that may or may not be present on the bike frame that provide a place to
attach accessories such as bottle cages, cargo racks, and fenders. Cassette - the collection of
gears that is attached to the rear wheel on most modern bicycles see "Freewheel". Chainrings the gears that are attached to the right-hand crank arm nearer to the front of the bike. A bike
with two chainrings is said to have a "double crank;" a bike with three chainrings is said to have
a "triple crank. Cog - a single gear on a cassette or freewheel gear cluster, or the single rear
gear on a fixed-gear bike. Crank arms - the pedals screw into these; these bolt onto the bottom
bracket spindle. Derailer - the device that is bolted to the frame that handles the job of moving
the chain from one gear to another when you shift gears. The front derailer handles the shifting
on your chainrings and is usually controlled by your left-hand shifter. The rear derailer handles
the shifting on your cassette or freewheel, and is usually controlled by your right-hand shifter.
Derailer hanger - a part of the frame where the rear derailleur is attached. It is usually an
integrated part of the frame on steel and titanium bikes, but is a separate, replaceable piece on
aluminum and carbon fiber bikes. Drop bar - the type of handlebar found on road racing bikes,
with the half-circle-shaped curved ends that extend below the top, flatter part of the bar.
Dropouts - the U-shaped notches at the rear of the bike frame, and at the bottom ends of the
front fork legs, where the wheels are held in place. So-called because if you loosen the bolts
holding a wheel in place, the wheel "drops out. If the wheels are moving, you have to be
pedaling. Flat bar - a handlebar with little or no upward or downward curve; some flat bars will
have a slight backward curve, or "sweep. Fork - the two-legged part of the frame that holds the
front wheel in place. The steerer tube is a part of the fork that extends up into the frame through
the head tube. Frame - the main structural part of the bicycle, commonly made of steel,
aluminum, titanium, or carbon fiber. Composed of a top tube , head tube , down tube , bottom

bracket shell , seat tube , seat stays , and chain stays see image. A frame and fork sold as a
combination are referred to as a frameset. Freehub body - a part of the hub on most rear wheels,
it provides that coasting mechanism that transfers power to your wheel when you are pedaling
forward, but allows the rear wheel to turn freely when you are pedaling backwards or not
pedaling at all. The cassette is attached to the freehub body. Freewheel - the collection of gears
attached to the rear wheel found on mostly older bicycles and some lower-end modern bicycles.
Both the gears and the coasting mechanism are part of the freewheel component, as opposed
to cassette gears, where the gears are a solid, non-moving component, and the coasting
mechanism is part of the wheel's hub. Headset - the collection of bearings housed within the
head tube of the bike frame; it provides smooth steering. Hub - the central component of a
wheel; inside the hub are the axle and ball bearings. Nipple - A small flanged nut that holds a
spoke in place on the rim of a wheel. Turning the nipples with a spoke wrench is what allows the
tension in the spokes to be adjusted, in order to "true" the wheel, i. Rim - the outer "hoop" part
of a wheel. Usually made of aluminum, although can be made of steel on some older or low-end
bikes, or made of carbon fiber on some high-end racing bikes. Rim strip or Rim tape - a layer of
material, usually cloth, plastic, or rubber, that is installed around the outside of a rim between
the rim and inner tube , to prevent the ends of the spokes from puncturing the inner tube. Riser
bar - a type of handlebar with a "U" shape in the middle. Some riser bars have a very shallow
"U" shape, like on some mountain bikes and most hybrid bikes, but some have a very deep "U"
shape, like on some retro-style cruiser bikes. Seatpost clamp - the collar located at the top of
the seat tube on the frame, which holds the seatpost at the desired height. Some seatpost
clamps have a quick-release lever that allows for easy, tool-free adjustment, while others
require a tool to tighten or loosen the clamp. Stem - the part that connects the handlebar to the
frame. Do not call this the "gooseneck," unless you want to make it perfectly clear that you are a
clueless newbie. Stems come in two varieties, threadless--which clamps to the outside of the
fork's steerer tube, and threaded, which is held in place by an expanding wedge bolt inside the
fork's steerer tube. Car Racks. Gift Cards. Scroll down to the bottom of this page for a video
overview of most major bike parts. Cage - the preferred fancy name for water bottle holder.
Saddle - the preferred fancy word for "seat. Wheel - the complete assembly of hub, spokes,
nipples, and rim. Buying a new bike or accessories can often be bewildering to the novice; the
folks working in the shop almost seem to be speaking a different language. So, breaking down
the language barrier is an important step in pro
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ductive relationships between bike shop customers and bike shop employees. To that end,
here is a glossary providing a breakdown of the anatomy of the bicycle. It is usually an
integrated part of the frame on steel and titanium bikes, but is a separate, replaceable piece on
aluminum and carbon fiber bikes. If the wheels are moving, you have to be pedaling. The
cassette is attached to the freehub body. Usually made of aluminum, although can be made of
steel on some older or low-end bikes, or made of carbon fiber on some high-end racing bikes.
Some seatpost clamps have a quick-release lever that allows for easy, tool-free adjustment,
while others require a tool to tighten or loosen the clamp. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your
password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Biking Toronto. Please enter
your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address!

